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Rules of Invitation Promotion for Trainers
This document explains how Fittery invitation promotion (or referral bonus) works for trainers. There
are several user journeys that can occur and how the referral fee is applied and under what conditions
it’s assigned. Existing Fittery trainers can invite both sporters and trainers. Trainers can see a unique
personal sporter-referral-link and a trainer-referral-link in their account that can be shared with family
& friends or other trainers, either via email, whatsapp and or socials.

Trainer invites new Sporter

● Every trainer gets the opportunity to send this sporter-referral-link to family, friends, existing
clients and other connections with no maximum. A maximum can be applied in a later stage
in time.

● The trainer that invites a new sporter, which in his turn has booked at least one paid sports
lesson, will get €7,50 through a bank transfer, and is processed automatically with a
maximum delay of 31 calendar days after the new sporter has activated their account and
booked and visited a first paid sports lesson.

● Additional agreements are optionally made within the Cooperation Agreement (for example
different commission rates or one-off fees).

● This referral fee (and optional additional agreements) for this promotion will only be
processed if the new sporter’s registration happens directly via the sporter-referral-link, it can
not be added later in the sign-up process. And only applies if the new sporter has not been
registered as a member at Fittery before.

● A new sporter can only use 1 unique trainer referral link. The new sporter will not receive a
special promotion through your referral.

Trainer invites new Trainer

● Every trainer gets the opportunity to send this trainer-referral-link to other trainers with no
maximum. A maximum can be applied in a later stage in time.



● The trainer that invites a new trainer, will get €25 through a bank transfer, and is processed
automatically with a maximum delay of 31 calendar days after the new trainer has activated
his/her account and offered at least a minimum of 1 lesson for 3 consecutive weeks.

● This referral fee for this promotion will only be processed if the new trainer’s registration
happens directly via the trainer-referral-link; it can not be added later in the sign-up process.
And only applies if the new trainer has not been registered as a member at Fittery before.

● A new trainer can only use 1 unique trainer referral link. The new trainer will not get a special
promotion through your referral.

Additional information
You can find more information on our website at fittery.com/voorwaarden/voorwaarden, where you
can also access our FAQ section for frequently asked questions. If you can't find the information
you're looking for, please reach out to us via email at support@fittery.com or by phone at
020-3086930, or through our social media channels on Facebook and Instagram.
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